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Change Management – GBUS/MBA 860 

Term:    201910  

COURSE OUTLINE 

 

“The function of the University is to enable you to shed details in favor of principles.” 
Alfred North Whitehead, Principicus Mathematica 

Course duration: Jan 21- Jan 25, 2019 

Class Times:  08:30 to 16:30 (8:30 am to 4:30 pm) 

Instructor:  Ron Camp, Ph.D., ICD.D 

Office:   ED 540.2 / 2 Research Dr., Rm 268 

Phone:   337-2387 (office)  

Email:   ronald.camp@uregina.ca 

 

Office Hours: 
Feel free to make an appointment for a time that suits your schedule, or you can reach the 

professor by email (ronald.camp@uregina.ca) or telephone. 

 

Special Needs: 

If there is any student in this course who, because of a disability, may have a need for 

accommodations, please come and discuss this with the professor, as well as contacting the 

Coordinator of Special Needs Services at 585-463l. 

Academic Misconduct 

As per the university’s handbook for students, each student is expected to do his/her own work 

and to refrain from engaging in any dishonest activity (including plagiarism – refer to guidelines 

in GRST 900).  Any instance of academic misconduct may result in immediate expulsion from 

the class, with a permanent grade of XF being placed on your transcript.  There is no discretion 

in this matter for the instructor.  The Associate Dean for Graduate Studies handles these cases. 

 

Points will be deducted from late assignments. 

 

Overview: 

This course has two main goals.  The first goal is to provide students with an understanding of 

the theory underlying the practice of organizational change management.  The second goal is to 

provide students with the basic skills needed to effectively diagnose, plan and implement 

organizational change.  In order to facilitate these goals, students will be exposed to a variety of 

information and experiences through readings in the text, articles on change, business cases, and 

a project to record a change initiative for an actual organization.  The class will emphasise the 

roles of change agents and the strategies they employ.  Examples of interventions in change 

situations will be highlighted through the cases explored. 
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Assignments, Readings, & Exercises: 

You will be working primarily from the materials available through URCourses (and/or the UR 

Library).  Concepts and how they apply in organizations may appear simple on the surface, but 

typically they are more subtle, complex and difficult to apply.  To understand the material 

covered in this course and do well in the examinations, it is crucial that you read (at least skim) 

all of the material BEFORE CLASS SESSIONS so that you can contribute thoughtfully to the 

class discussions and exercises. (One way to do this is to share summaries.)   

 Required summary material 

 Optional summary material 

 

Case Analysis Text (on reserve, UofR Library):  

Maufette-Leenders, Erskins, & Leenders.  (2007).  Learning with Cases, Fourth Ed. London, 

ON: Ivey Publishing. 

HBR Articles:  

 Beer, Sisenstat, & Spector.  (2002).  “Why change programs don’t produce change.”  

Harvard Business Review. 

 Collins, J. C., & Porras, J. I. (1996). Building your company's vision. Harvard Business 

Review, 74(5), 65-77. Retrieved from 

https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?di

rect=true&db=bsh&AN=9609167704&site=ehost-live  

 Garvin, Edmondson, & Gino. (2008). “Is yours a learning organization?” Harvard 

Business Review. 

 Kotter.  (1995).  “Leading change:  Why Transformation Efforts Fail (HBR Classic).”  

Harvard Business Review. 

 Kotter.  (2008).  “Communicating the change vision: Overcoming barriers to 

organizational change.”  Harvard Business School Press. 

 Spear. (2004).  “Learning to Lead at Toyota.”  Harvard Business Review.  

 Spear & Bowen.  (2004).  “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System.”  

Harvard Business Review. 

Other Research-based Articles:  

 Abrahamson. (2004) “Avoiding Repetitive Change Syndrome.” MIT Sloan Management 

Review. 45(2); p. 93-95. Retrieved from 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail?vid=0&sid=741c7c05-8dc4-4d6a-81fa-

5066464244c5%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=

12020798&db=bsh  

 Bordia, Hobman, Jones, Gallois, & Callan. (2004) “Uncertainty During Organizational 

Change: Types, Consequences, and Management Strategies.” Journal of Business and 

Psychology; 18 (4): 507-532. Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/196878996?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accou

ntid=13480 

https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bsh&AN=9609167704&site=ehost-live
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bsh&AN=9609167704&site=ehost-live
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail?vid=0&sid=741c7c05-8dc4-4d6a-81fa-5066464244c5%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=12020798&db=bsh
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail?vid=0&sid=741c7c05-8dc4-4d6a-81fa-5066464244c5%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=12020798&db=bsh
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail?vid=0&sid=741c7c05-8dc4-4d6a-81fa-5066464244c5%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=12020798&db=bsh
https://search.proquest.com/docview/196878996?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accountid=13480
https://search.proquest.com/docview/196878996?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accountid=13480
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 Brosschota, Verkuila, & Thayer (2016) “The default response to uncertainty and the 

importance of perceived safety in anxiety and stress: An evolution-theoretical perspective.” 

Journal of Anxiety Disorders, 41: 22-34.  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.janxdis.2016.04.012 

 Donaldson.  (1987).  "Strategy and structural adjustment to regain fit and performance: In 

defense of contingency theory." The Journal of Management Studies, 24(1):  1-24. 

 Edmondson. (1999) “Psychological Safety and Learning Behavior in Work Teams.” 

Administrative Science Quarterly, 44(2):  350-383. Retrieved from 

https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-

com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203964176?accountid=13480 

 Edmondson, A. C., & Lei, Z. (2014). Psychological safety: The history, renaissance, and 

future of an interpersonal construct. Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and 

Organizational Behavior, 1(1), 23-43. 10.1146/annurev-orgpsych-031413-091305 

Retrieved from https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-orgpsych-031413-091305  

 Hirak, Peng, Carmeli, & Schaubroeck,. (2012). Linking leader inclusiveness to work unit 

performance: The importance of psychological safety and learning from failures. The 

Leadership Quarterly, 23: 107-117. Retrieved from 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.libproxy.uregina.ca:2048/science/article/pii/S104898431100

172X 

 Lawrence, Dyck, Maitlis, & Mauws.  (2006).  “The Underlying Structure of Continuous 

Change.” MIT Sloan Management Review, 47(4): 59-66.  Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/224961933?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo  

 Lipton. (1996). “Demystifying the Development of an Organizational Vision.” Sloan 

Management Review, 37(4); p. 83-92. Retrieved from 

https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-

com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1302992584?accountid=13480  

 Milliken, F. J. (1987). “Three types of perceived uncertainty about the environment: State, 

effect, and response uncertainty.” The Academy of Management Review, 12(1), 133-143. 

10.5465/AMR.1987.4306502  Retrieved from https://www.jstor.org/stable/257999 

 Oreg, Vakola, and Armenakis.  (2011).  “Change Recipients’ Reactions to Organizational 

Change:  A 60-Year Review of Quantitative Studies.”  The Journal of Applied Behavioral 

Science, 47(4) 461–524. Retrieved from 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0021886310396550  

 Pardo del Val & Fuentes. (2003). “Resistance to change: A literature review and empirical 

study.” Management Decision, 41(1/2); pg. 148. Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/212078725?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo  

 Rafferty, Jimmieson and Armenakis.  (2013)  “Change Readiness: A Multilevel Review.”  

Journal of Management, 39(1): 110-135. Retrieved from 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0149206312457417  

 Ready & Conger. (2008). “Enabling Bold Visions.” Sloan Management Review, 49(2); p. 

70-76. Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/224960357?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.janxdis.2016.04.012
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203964176?accountid=13480
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203964176?accountid=13480
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-orgpsych-031413-091305
http://www.sciencedirect.com.libproxy.uregina.ca:2048/science/article/pii/S104898431100172X
http://www.sciencedirect.com.libproxy.uregina.ca:2048/science/article/pii/S104898431100172X
https://search.proquest.com/docview/224961933?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1302992584?accountid=13480
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1302992584?accountid=13480
https://www.jstor.org/stable/257999
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0021886310396550
https://search.proquest.com/docview/212078725?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0149206312457417
https://search.proquest.com/docview/224960357?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo
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 Robbins & Langton (2002).  “Ch 13 Organization Structure.” Organization Behaviour, 

Canadian Edition. Toronto: Pearson. 

 Schein.  (1996).  “Three cultures of management: The Key to Organizational Learning.” 

Sloan Management Review, 38(1); p. 9-18.  Retrieved from 

http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?&id=GALE|A18913633&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p=E

AIM&sw=w  

 Spreitzer & Quinn.  (1996).  “Empowering middle managers to be transformational 

leaders.”  The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science; 32(3); pg. 237.  Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/21272104?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo  

 Taylor, Cornelius, & Colvin. (2014). “Visionary leadership and its relationship to 

organizational effectiveness.” Leadership & Organization Development Journal, 35(6), 

566-583. Retrieved from https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-

proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1651358952?accountid=13480  

 Thompson, Fred (1995). "Business Strategy and the Boyd Cycle."  Journal of 

Contingencies and Crisis Management, 3(2): 81-90. Retrieved from 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1468-5973.1995.tb00060.x  

 Tucker & Edmondson.  (2003).  “Why hospitals don't learn from failures: Organizational 

and psychological dynamics that inhibit system change.” California Management Review, 

45(2). Retrieved from https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.2307/41166165  

 Weick (1996). “Drop Your Tools: An Allegory for Organizational Studies.” Administrative 

Science Quarterly, 41(2):  301-313. Retrieved from 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=1&sid=11090bc5-f2f0-4ce1-

8563-1d65688253d5%40sdc-v-sessmgr02  

 Weick and Quinn.  (1999).  “Organizational Change and Development.”  Annual Review of 

Psychology, 50: 361-86. Retrieved from 

http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA54442304&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p

=EAIM&sw=w  

 Worley & Lawler (2006) “Designing Organizations That Are Built to Change” MIT Sloan 

Management Review; 48(1): 19-23. Retrieved from 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/224961171?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accou

ntid=13480  

Cases:  

 Langton.  (2006)  “Trouble at City Zoo.” 

 Alzahim, Cheston, Deagle. Hurlbert, and Owolewa.  (2010).  “Conflict Within the 

Wallford Police Force.” Levene GSB.   

 Linke, Adebogun, Ihenyen, and Lafreniere.  (2010).  “Hope’s Home: A Day Care for 

Medically Fragile Children.”  Levene GSB.   

 Spear & Kenagy.  (2000).  “Deaconess-Glover Hospital A.”  Harvard.  

 Weick  (1993)  “The Collapse of Sensemaking in Organizations: The Mann Gulch 

Disaster” Administrative Science Quarterly, 38(4): 628-652.  Retrieved from 

http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?&id=GALE|A18913633&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p=EAIM&sw=w
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?&id=GALE|A18913633&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p=EAIM&sw=w
https://search.proquest.com/docview/21272104?rfr_id=info%3Axri%2Fsid%3Aprimo
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1651358952?accountid=13480
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/1651358952?accountid=13480
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1468-5973.1995.tb00060.x
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.2307/41166165
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=1&sid=11090bc5-f2f0-4ce1-8563-1d65688253d5%40sdc-v-sessmgr02
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=1&sid=11090bc5-f2f0-4ce1-8563-1d65688253d5%40sdc-v-sessmgr02
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA54442304&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p=EAIM&sw=w
http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA54442304&v=2.1&u=ureginalib&it=r&p=EAIM&sw=w
https://search.proquest.com/docview/224961171?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accountid=13480
https://search.proquest.com/docview/224961171?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accountid=13480
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https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-

com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203920836?accountid=13480  

 

Evaluation 

 Reading Summaries   10% 

 Participation  10% 

 Case Write-ups (at 10, 10, 5, & 5 pts)  30% 

 Exam  20% 

 Original Case & Teaching Note  30% 

TOTAL:  100%  

  

Reading Summaries (10% of course grade)  
Each student is required to complete 20 summaries of the course readings (chapters and articles). 

Each summary should be less than two pages long. Each completed article summary is worth ½ 

point. (No extra credit for length.) 

For each entry, the first section (The Idea in Brief) will summarize the content of the source, 

presenting its overarching thesis. What is the main content of the source? If this is a research 

article, what types of evidence does the author use?  What is the author’s main 

viewpoint/argument?  How does the source relate to other relevant sources?  The second section 

(Implications for Applying the Ideas) will provide practical advice for applying the main ideas. 

See sample. Following this section. This assignment is due Jan 18. 

Participation (10% of course grade) 

Students are expected to prepare for each class and to participate fully.  Participation, defined 

broadly, includes attendance both in class and group meetings.  High levels of participation 

would include active participation in class discussions (especially when that involves drawing 

others into the discussion) and might also include bringing information from outside sources 

(work/life experience, journal/magazine/newspaper articles, books, etc.) that enrich the learning 

experience of the class. 

Marks for classroom contribution will be allocated in the following manner: 

Exceeds Expectations 

9-10 Students in this category provide leadership in and out of the classroom, challenge the 

thinking of others in the class, and work toward enhancing the interpersonal dynamics of 

the class.  Rather than dominating the setting, they act as facilitators, bringing others into 

the discussion.  This includes explicitly incorporating comments made by other students in 

the discussion, directing questions to other students, and challenging group thinking. 

Meets Expectations 

7-8 For showing an active interest in class activities and participating in classroom discussions; 

for regularly making insightful comments which help others to understand the course 

material; for being a positive group member, etc. 

Does not Meet Expectations 

0-6   For attending class on a regular basis and only occasionally contributing to the classroom 

experience. 0 For failing on all of the previously identified ways of contributing.  

https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203920836?accountid=13480
https://login.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.uregina.ca:8443/docview/203920836?accountid=13480
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Case Write-ups (30% of course grade)  
Case write-ups will be done in two parts.  The first part consists of an individual case analysis for 

two of the cases, City Zoo and Hope’s Home.  These write-ups should be no more than four 

pages long and follow the major headings of Long Cycle case analysis (Define the Issue, 

Analyze Data, Generate Alternatives, Select Criteria, Evaluate Alternatives, Select Alternative, 

Develop Actoin Plan). See Case Analysis Guidelines and Case Write-up Marking Guidelines in 

UR Courses. It may also be helpful to skim Learning with Cases, on two-hour reserve in the UR 

Library. These write-up assignments are due Jan 18. 

For the second part students will work in groups during the class session to prepare a 2-page 

(maximum) written case memo for each of the 2 assigned cases. These memos (one per group 

per assigned case) are due at the beginning of the class following the case discussion. Each 

memo should be typed, double-spaced, using 12-point Times-Roman font, and with 2.5 cm 

margins. These memoes should consist of three parts. The first part (1/2 page) is a summary of 

the symptoms (immediate issues) of one problem in the organization. This section should briefly 

identify the “immediate” issues/points raised in the case (who, what, when, how). The second 

(1/2 page) part of the memo is your analysis of the underlying causes (basic issues) of the 

symptoms identified in the first section. In this section, use specific course concepts to explain 

causal relationships. Explain how or why these issues are significant. The third part (1 page) 

consists of your recommendations. Based on the case discussion and specific issues you 

addressed in the previous two sections, briefly explain one solution/set of actions for addressing 

the issues you have addressed this case and how the decision maker in the case should implement 

that solution.  Memoes will be written and revised in groups during class. 

For all of the cases you are expected to actively participate in the class discussion, identifying 

immediate case issues, drawing in basic issues identified in your readings, and suggesting 

courses of action for the decision makers in the cases.  

Exam (20% of course grade)  
There will be 1 take-home exam administered in this course, worth 20% of your final course 

grade. The exam will be a combination of short-answer essays related to the “Deaconess 

Glover” case. This exam will be based primarily on APPLICATION of the reading material and 

class discussions to the case.  The completed exam is Due Feb 1 at 5:00 pm CST. 

Original Change Case (30% of course grade):   

For this part of the assignment you are to develop your own 4-6 page organization change case 

with a two (+) page teaching note.  Take one or two topics from your reading summaries and, 

based on your observations and experience, analyse a change situation at work or a situation you 

are otherwise familiar with (e.g., from interviewing a business leader). The case should lead the 

reader to apply these concepts to make a leadership decision or a set of recommendations (e.g. 

this could be a case on how a leader’s change initiative failed and what he/she can do through the 

application of appropriate change principles, e.g., Kotter’s 8-Step Change Model, to get the 

change back on track).  Do not identify people in the case by their real names. More extensive 

directions are provided through the following files:  “Case_Writing HowToWriteAGoodCase”, 

“Case_Writing Worksheet”, and “Case_Writing sample case with teaching note”. Case 

development will be discussed during the course. The final write-up/report is due March 1, 

2019 at 5:00 pm CST.     
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Sample Summary: 
Schein, E. H. (Fall 1996). “Three cultures of management:  The key to organizational learning.” Sloan 

Management Review, 38(1) 

The Idea in Brief 

Every organization includes three key subcultures of management:  Operator, Engineering, and Executive.  

“The three communities of executives, engineers, and operators do not really understand each other very 

well.  A lack of alignment among the three groups and their core assumptions can hinder learning in an 

organization,” and therefore cause change to fail. 

Operator Culture 

The operator culture is an internal organizational culture based on operational success: 

 Organizational success depends on people’s KSAs and commitment (especially at the level of 

line units). 

 KSAs required for success are “local” and based on the organization’s core technologies. 

 No system is perfect.  Operators must be able to learn and deal with surprises. 

 Complex operations are non-linear, involve complex interdependencies, and often defy simple, 

quantitative explanations.  Operators must to work as a collaborative team. 

Engineering Culture 

The engineering culture is world-wide, composed of the designers and technocrats who drive an 

organization’s core technologies.  Its key assumptions include the following: 

 “Engineers” are proactively optimistic that they can and should master nature. 

 “Engineers” are pragmatic perfectionists who prefer “people free” solutions. 

 The ideal world is one of elegant machines and processes without human intervention. 

 “Engineers” over-design for safety. 

 “Engineers” prefer linear, simple, cause-and-effect, quantitative thinking. 

Executive Culture 

The executive culture is a world-wide occupational community focused on capital markets: 

 Financial Focus -  
o Financial survival and growth to ensure returns to “shareholders” and to society. 

 Self-Image: The Embattled Lone Hero 

o Hostile, competitive environment where the CEO is isolated, yet in total control. 

o Executives must trust their own judgment. 

 Hierarchical and Individual Focus 

o Organization hierarchy is the primary means of maintaining control. 

o The organization must be a team, but accountability must be individual. 

o Experimenting and risk taking only to permit the executive to stay in control. 

 Task and Control Focus 

o Large organizations must be run by rules, routines (systems), and rituals  

o Ideal world is one in which the organization performs like a well-oiled machine. 

o People are a necessary evil, not an intrinsic value. 

Implications for Applying the Ideas 

Organizations will not learn effectively until they recognize and confront the implications of these three 

cultures and their differences: stimulate communication that fosters a greater level of mutual 

understanding.  In communicating change to each of these audiences, recognize and communicate to 

deeply embedded (tacit), shared assumptions of executives, engineers, and operators.   
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 Mon - Jan 21 Tue - Jan 22 Wed - Jan 23 

8:30 Opening Session:  

Framework for Change 

Management 

Beer, Sisenstat, & 

Spector.  (2002).   

Robbins & Langton 

(2002) 

Reading Discussion: 

Change Roles 

Kotter. (1995) 

Schein. (1996). 

Spreitzer & Quinn.  

(1996).   

Reading Discussion: 

Communication & 

Change 

Kotter.  (2008).   

Schein. (1996). 

10:15 Break Break Break 

10:30 

Lecture: Organization 

Structure, Culture and 

Change  

 

Reading Discussion:  

Organization Change 

and Vision 

Collins & Poras (1996) 

Lipton. (1996).  

Ready & Conger (2008) 

Taylor, Cornelius & 

Colvin (2014) 

Yost 

 

Yost: Continuous 

Improvement Questions 

Performance Coaching 

Roadmap 

12:15 Lunch Lunch Lunch 

1:00 

Reading Discussion: 

Organization Diagnosis 

 

Abrahamson. (2004)  

Donaldson (1987) 

Kotter. (1995) 

Case 2:  Hope’s Home 

Group Case Memo 

Reading Discussion:  

Resistance to Change 

 

Abrahamson (2004);  

Kotter. (1995);  

Oreg (2011); 

Pardo del Val & (2003);  

Rafferty, Jimmieson and 

Tucker & Edmondson 

(2003).” 

2:45 Break Break Break 

3:00 Case 1: City Zoo  

 
 Case 5: Wallford Police  

Group Case Memo 

4:30 End End End 
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 Thu - Jan 24 Fri - Jan 25 

8:30 
Reading Discussion: Uncertainty & 

Change 

ADKAR 

Yost  

Bordia, Hobman, Jones, Gallois, & 

Callan. (2004) 

Brosschota, Verkuila, & Thayer (2016) 

Edmondson & Lei (2014) 

Hirak et al (2012) 

Milliken, F. J. (1987). 

Reading Discussion:  Continuous 

Change, Learning & TPS 

 

Spear. (2004).   

Spear & Bowen.  (2004).   

Tucker & Edmondson.  (2003).  “ 

10:15 Break Break 

10:30 
Reading Discussion:  Continuous 

Change 

Edmondson (1999) 

Garvin et al (2008) 

Lawrence, Dyck, Maitlis, & Mauws 

(2006).  

Worley & Lawler (2006) 

Continuous Change Exercise 

12:15 Lunch Lunch 

1:00 
Thompson (1995) 

Weick (1996) 

Weick & Quinn (1999) 
Case Discussion: Deaconess Glover 

2:45 Break 

3:00 Case : Mann Gulch 

4:30 
  

 


